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Introduction:

Speech communities exist when people share norms about how to use communication

properly and what purpose it serves. Throughout this paper, there are three different

relationships examining how well they relate or differ from each other. Each couple did not

hesitate to share their relationship styles with the process of human perception, which is the

act of creating meaning through selecting, organizing and interpreting people, objects, events,

situations and other relatable phenomena.

Communication Between Partners:

To begin with, Melissa and her husband, Rob agreed that their communication is good

now, but there is always room for improvement. “In the beginning it wasn’t the best because it

was his first serious relationship, so it was more difficult for him to open up to me,” Melissa

said. “Nowadays we tell each other everything.” Opening up in a new relationship can be scary,

especially since you are just getting to know the person. It’s important to follow the steps of the

listening process to learn how to communicate properly and avoid any miscommunications. The

first step is to be mindful of what the other person says. Then, be able to physically receive

messages by selecting and organizing material. The third step is to interpret the material to help



your partner understand it better. Fourth step is to respond in a mature form and remember

everything that was said.

Ryan and Kerli both agreed their communication has improved tremendously while

getting to know each other. “I would say it has definitely improved over the years as we spend

more time with each other,” Kerli said. “We are now very open with each other about

everything we go through.” Communication is one of their strong suits. They are always willing

to resolve any arguments through the voice response. This response addresses the conflict

directly and tries to fix it immediately. It involves apologies and forgiveness because nobody

should ever leave a fight unresolved.

Hadley and Kyle have been together ever since she moved to Colorado from Nebraska a

few years ago. During the interview she mentioned, “This has been the most communicated

relationship I’ve ever been in. We are very open and honest with each other.” They are willing to

take part in investments in order to encourage couples to invest their time, energy, thoughts

and feelings into a relationship. The happiest couples believe they invest in their relationships

equally.

Changes in Communication over time:

Over time, communication between each couple has helped them develop their

relationships into a more healthy lifestyle. To begin this next section, Melissa and Rob started

having kids a year ago. This has encouraged them to grow in their communication to raise their

kids in a healthy environment. “Now that we have kids together, we are more mature and our

fights are not as bad.” Melissa mentioned. “If we end up fighting with each other, we usually go

into separate rooms of the house to give each other time to calm down before resolving the



issue.” Environmental factors are a great example of this situation. It is defined as elements of a

setting that affect how we feel. Melissa and Rob take advantage of separate rooms to think

about how they feel before coming together to discuss it. Rob agrees that communication in

their relationship has become easier over the years, especially having children in the picture.

“We know many things about each other and we don’t have to repeat something that we

already know,” Rob said. At the end of the day, setting a great example for children is most

important.

Transitioning over to Ryan and Kerli’s relationship, it started off a little rocky. “It started

off really bad,” Ryan said. Overtime, they learned how to have open discussions with emotion

work, the effort used to generate appropriate feelings regarding arguments, so that they don’t

progressively get worse. “We are now able to discuss more sensitive topics without getting

upset,” Kerli added. “Although, it is a different story with alcohol involved.” For example, they

took a trip to Colorado a few weeks ago and one night got a little ugly. They took advantage of a

free night and started drinking heavily. It was all fun and games until the end of the night. A few

hours later, Ryan and Kerli ended up working out their difficulties and were able to enjoy the

rest of their trip drama free.

As we move forward to the changes in a long-term relationship, communication

has become stronger among Hadley and Kyle. “We are more comfortable around each other

now and it’s a lot easier to say how we feel,” Hadley mentioned. Hadley and Kyle are in a

committed romantic relationship between individuals who assume they will be primary and

will continue parts of each other's lives for a long period of time.



Strengths of the Relationships:

Strengths help couple’s maintain a stronger connection. Emotional intelligence is an

important factor when recognizing feelings, to judge which feelings are appropriate in certain

situations and to communicate those feelings effectively. People with higher EQ tend to have

more satisfying relationships and better health, in general. Melissa and Rob are able to express

their emotions appropriately nowadays, since they are forced to act maturely around their

children. During the interview, Melissa said their major strength is having the same goals in life.

This helps them understand how each other is feeling more clearly. Rob definitely agreed with

Melissa’s statement. “We also have the ability to get through any hardship we face together,

and always find ways to develop our problem-solving skills,” he added.

On the other hand, Ryan and Kerli met through a hockey league in Omaha, Nebraska.

They both have a lot in common when it comes to sports and they genuinely care about each

other’s well-being. “I want the best for her and she wants the same for me,” Ryan mentioned. “I

know we will always be there for each other if things don’t work out the way we want.” Ryan

and Kerli motivate each other to become better people. For example, when something is off,

they actively work to approach difficult situations individually or as a whole.

Surface acting controls the outward expression of emotions, not controlling what is felt.

Therefore, a few strengths for Hadley and Kyle include having the same beliefs, being naturally

outgoing and willing to go on spontaneous adventures together. “We balance each other out

through our faith and adventurous spirit,” she added.



Areas of Growth in Each Relationship:

With the many strengths among relationships, there are going to be a few areas of

growth. Melissa told me they could work on their relationship, in general. “After having kids, we

still need to make time for ourselves as a couple,” she said. They want to start taking trips, go

out to dinner occasionally and just enjoy each other's well-being whenever they get the

opportunity. I believe they are going to take a short trip as soon as they get settled in their new

house in Texas. “An area of growth I need to work on is showing more affection,” Rob added to

Melissa’s answer.

Kerli and Ryan both think communication can always be improved. They also think it is

extremely necessary to appreciate the little things in any relationship. Hadley said an area of

growth she needs to work on is navigating family events, especially around the holidays. “My

lack of communication is where I struggle with spending more time at events than I originally

planned,” she said.

Advice to Other Couples:

Commitment is a decision to stay within a relationship, no matter what occurs. It is

known as the staying power and everyone should be committed to making their relationship as

strong as possible. Towards the end of the interview, I asked each couple to give some advice for

couples who are just beginning their relationship. Melissa said to always listen to your partner

and try to understand how they feel instead of shutting them out. “Don’t take everything so

seriously and never lie to your partner, even if it seems like the easiest option,” Rob added.

Ryan and Kerli said couples need to understand that communication is key. “Don’t go to

bed angry and always work everything out with your partner. Never fight when you’re



intoxicated, even though it can be hard not to, since you are not able to control anything you

say,” Kerli added. “Do not give up on each other because relationships are not going to be easy.

They take time, commitment and sacrifices.” It is never a bright idea to use paralanguage, all

aspects of verbal communication, except the words themselves with drunk arguments. For

example, don’t raise your tone of voice with the other person because it could potentially make

the fight worse.

“I would say to have the same beliefs as your partner. This foundation is huge and it puts

out a lot of fires that could be a trouble for some,” Hadley said. “Another piece of advice I have

is to be clear and kind. Say what you need to say and if your partner has trouble taking it in,

then they are not the one for you.” It is very important to be yourself and not change for anyone

else.

Conclusion

To conclude, the overall feeling or emotional mood between partners is a

communication climate. For example, couples can act warm or cold, safe or anxious,

comfortable or awkward, accepting or rejecting, open or guarded towards each other. There are

four domains to help build a healthy relationship. The first domain is self awareness, also known

as a moral compass. Self awareness defines itself as knowing what the other person is feeling

and why they are feeling it. It is better to have good intentions and great decision-making. Next,

self management handles distressing emotions in effective ways. Every emotion has a function.

Empathy is the third domain that is knowing someone else’s feelings to resolve an issue without

hurting the other person or making things worse. For example, refer back to Melissa and Rob’s

relationship where they let each other cool off in separate rooms before they try and fix the



issue. Lastly, the fourth domain is to put it all together to make a skilled relationship. By

following these four domains, a mature relationship is right around the corner.


